Message from the Chairman
o be able to communicate and receive ideas and information is a freedom that every person is
expected to exercise and enjoy. At the PLDT Group of Companies – PLDT, Smart, and ePLDT –
we strive hard every day to ensure that Filipinos are connected to their loved ones as soon as
they answer a phone, connected to their businesses as they send an email or a text message,
and connected to the world as they turn on their laptops to surf the Internet. With proper connections,
lives are enriched, businesses become competitive, communities improve, and a country prospers.
It is with this thought that I bring up the strong connection between Corporate Social Responsibility
(CSR) and good corporate governance. I believe that no business can prosper in the long-term without
certain core values, and the best managed companies in the world always exceed the expectations of
their stakeholders. Therefore, in order for a company to ‘do good’ (CSR), we must exceptionally ‘do
well’ (PLDT). And to ‘do well’, we have to go beyond our business and invest in socially relevant projects
that have beneficial impacts for the years to come.
Since PLDT Group has a nationwide reach, the PLDT-Smart Foundation (PSF) also has activities and
programs that reach out to all Filipinos as well. I believe in the power of education to transform lives,
that’s why we are strengthening the ‘Gabay Guro’ program for teachers. In 2010, we also have provided
more scholarships to deserving students of our employees and those from selected social sectors.
Since connecting communities is also one of our major thrusts, we are partnering with institutions
and organizations that share the same advocacy to effect change in our
country. We go beyond donations and short-term investments. The PSF is
connecting our employees to people who need assistance in disasterhit areas, those who seek medical assistance, and those who ask for
a helping hand in planting a tree for our environment.
Last, but not the least, sports, especially basketball and boxing,
has the capacity to connect with the inner passion of Filipinos,
whether they are watching a game or rooting for a favorite team
or player. At PSF, we continuously promote sports development by
supporting brave athletes and sustainable sports programs.
With this, let me call on businesses to embrace core values –
honesty, integrity, empathy – since these values can effect
positive social change in our country. Here at PLDT Group,
we are now working beyond giving Filipinos the access
and the facilities to communicate; we are striving for a
better Philippines.
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The power of connection has always
proven itself essential in maintaining
the bonds between people and
institutions. In this regard, the PLDT
Group recognizes the importance of
connecting people to the wider world not
only through the introduction of modern
telecommunications and technology,
but also with initiatives that promote
the enhancement of people’s conditions,
especially those whose lives have limited
or no access to the most basic needs for
a decent life. We see in the cover that
the business of connecting people goes
beyond technologies, as it transforms
lives, improves communities and unites the
entire nation.

Manuel V. Pangilinan

‘No business can prosper in the long-term
without core values; and the best managed
companies in the world always exceed
the expectations of their stakeholders.
Therefore, in order for a company to ‘do
good’, we must exceptionally ‘do well’.
And to ‘do well’, we have to go beyond our
business and invest in socially relevant
projects that have beneficial impacts for
years to come.’

Message from the President

The PLDT-Smart Foundation:
Uplifting the quality of life
of each and every Filipino

Typhoon Ondoy Orphans
Shirl Ann Regua was crying silent tears as she and her mother accepted a scholarship in her father’s name from PLDT-Smart
Foundation (PSF). Shirl Ann’s father had died in the Typhoon Ondoy floods while rescuing stranded victims. Few things affected
me as much as the sight of one child sobbing for her lost father because I knew there was nothing we could do to bring him back.
2010 was a special year both for PSF and me in many ways. Thanks to Mia Sebastian and her dogged persistence and our
partnership with the Philippine National Red Cross-Rizal chapter, we established and funded a scholarship program for Ondoy
orphans. Among those who benefited were three children whose mother had died during a landslide in Benguet that was
triggered by the floods. Others like Shirl Ann had lost their soldier-fathers during Ondoy rescue operations.
The project to help Ondoy orphans grew out of the Justin Timberlake (JT) concert sponsored by Smart. Julie Carceller of Smart
Infinity and, in his own way, Francis Lumen joined us in conceiving this project and Infinity provided invaluable support.

T

he PLDT-Smart Foundation (PSF) is a non-stock, nonprofit organization that fully serves as the social
outreach arm of the country’s oldest and largest
telecommunications conglomerate, the Philippine Long
Distance Telephone Company (PLDT). In its pursuit for social,
political, and economic development, it provides helpful
communications tools and various avenues for progress
and empowerment through partnerships and tie-ups with
non-government organizations, people’s organizations and
cooperatives throughout the Philippines.
Formerly named PLDT Foundation when it was
incorporated in August 1994, the PSF is now stronger and
more active, leveraging on the strengths of PLDT and its
wireless subsidiary, Smart Communications, since February
2007. With the PLDT group’s state-of-the-art technologies
and extensive reach nationwide, the PSF is maximizing the
services, facilities and infrastructure of the companies to be
able to give back to the community.
Today, the PSF is the expanded version of the former
organization, with efforts consolidated and aligned to create
a bigger impact in dealing with corporate social responsibility,
yielding better and more significant results in connecting
people and resources.
Headed by PLDT and Smart Chairman Manuel V.
Pangilinan, the PSF is now mainly involved with corporate
social responsibility programs focusing on various areas
such as education, community development, sports and
the environment. All these endeavors are committed to one
singular goal – that of fulfilling the needs and uplifting the
quality of life of each and every Filipino.
Vision
“A connected, enlightened and productive Philippines”
Mission
1. To provide help and support to those who need it in our
areas of strength and competency.
2. To facilitate the empowerment of the Filipino
people through the utilization of information and
communications technology.
3. To extend products and services to people, reaching out
above all to those who cannot afford it.
4. To focus on growth in seven key areas: livelihood and
microfinance, education, disaster preparedness, youth,
poverty alleviation, sports, and the arts.
5. To provide an efficient, cost-effective medium for multisectoral coordination and communications.

Angono School of the Arts
A second PSF project that came from the JT concert and PSF’s focus on education and the community was the construction
of a new performance hall at the Angono School of the Arts. The school had been damaged by Ondoy’s floods and PSF set out
to create a new room with airconditioning and excellent acoustics where the students could act, sing or dance.
As a token of their gratitude, the students painted a huge mural depicting JT and MVP in a Philippine setting. I cannot forget
the smiling faces of the students as they welcomed us in the morning of the inauguration with flowers, songs and dances in the
hills of Angono.
New School Building for San Mateo
PSF partnered with Infosys, one of the world’s great IT outsourcing companies, to build new classrooms for Guitnang Bayan
Elementary School in San Mateo, Rizal, yet another school badly damaged by Ondoy. Veron Gabaldon, Hazel Amoyan and Chesca
Hipolito of Smart Community Care worked together with Jeff Mendoza of PLDT, the Philippine Constructors’ Association and
Infosys executives to put up a new building for the school.
The Philippine Disaster Recovery Foundation (PDRF) headed by PSF and PLDT-Smart Chairman Manuel V. Pangilinan also
played a role in the construction of the building.

List of Activities
Nationwide
Gabay Guro Project - Education
MVP Academic Excellence Awards – Education
PSF Employees Educational Grant – Education
PNP-PSF Educational Assistance Program
Tree Planting Activities – Community Building
Relief Operations – Community Building
Metro Manila - Donations
ABS-CBN Foundation – Pasig Project
Amateur Boxing Association of the Philippines
Samahang Basketbol ng Pilipinas
Caritas Manila
Gawad Kalinga Community Development Foundation, Inc.
League of Corporate Foundations
Parish Pastoral Council for Responsible Voting
Philippine Business for Social Progress
Philippine Disaster Recovery Foundation, Inc.
Philippine Taekwondo Association
Ateneo de Manila University
San Beda College
Music Room Renovation and Instruments Donation
Provincial - Donations
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Philippine Military Academy
Educational Assistance for the Orphans of Ondoy victims
thru the Philippine National Red Cross
Notebook Donation in Subic , Zambales

Signature projects
Evelyn del Rosario, PLDT Community Relations head, together with Emil Tanchico, Grace Lapitan, Glo Remigio and Ed
Marquez led the PSF’s annual Educational Grant program for gifted children of PLDT and Smart employees. Julie Carceller, Ruth
Taal, Patty de Castro, JC Fonte, Jonnah Lazaro and Joyce Manalang of Smart Infinity were again
crucial in making this program so successful.
Chaye Cabal, PSF’s Treasurer, together with PLDT’s MCI Club again made Gabay Guro
a program we could be proud of, with many students going on to get top honors. Gabay
Guro seeks to reward the country’s teachers and encourage students to embark on a career
in education by recognizing them and giving them awards such as discounts in various
establishments via a Teachers’ Tribute card.
The PSF continued to support ASA Foundation’s microfinance projects while
Anthony Pangilinan led the PSF’s effort to help juvenile delinquents. Roger
Quevedo of PSF worked with PLDT and Smart volunteers and the Department
of Social Welfare and Development to carry out typhoon relief efforts in Isabela.
My thanks
Thank you to all those who made 2010 a great year for PSF – Chaye, Julie,
Evelyn, Mia, Veron, Anthony, Donna, Odette, Elvira, Roger, Luigi Lim, Mon
Isberto, PLDT Smart’s Head of Public Affairs, Rapa Lopa of PBSP, PLDT’s
MCI Club, Klaas Oreel of PBSP and PDRF, Eckie Gonzales and the many
others who have helped.
Thank you to PSF’s new president, Ma. Esther Santos, for letting
me do this final letter. I wish her all the best as she leads PSF into
what I am certain is an even more successful future. Last but certainly
not least, let me thank my boss, Manny V. Pangilinan, without
whose support and encouragement, there would be no PLDT-Smart
Foundation. Thanks, MVP!
The year 2010 was special for me for everything that we were a
part of and also because it was my final year as president. The needs
of the Philippines are many and complex and there is so much more
to do. At PSF, we truly did make God’s work our own. Few things in
life provide as much satisfaction as knowing that we helped make
people’s lives better and for that, I am grateful.

Rene S. Meily

Empowering Educators

Teachers speak
about their passion

Gabay Guro: Guiding
education students
on the path of learning
enowned American author William Arthur Ward once
said, “the mediocre teacher tells; the good teacher
explains; the superior teacher demonstrates; the great
teacher inspires.”

R

Now, more than ever, does society need
dedicated teachers who can inspire young
minds into becoming future leaders who
will guide the nation to progress. In order to
achieve this, individuals with the passion to
teach need to be supported in their chosen
profession. It all starts in tertiary education,
and at this stage, the PLDT-Smart Foundation’s
Gabay Guro Program (2G) scholarship program
is on hand to tap willing students who need
support in their studies.
Among the recipients of the program
is 19-year-old Karen Diaz, who recently
graduated from the Philippine Normal
University (PNU) with a Bachelor of Science
in Education degree. Four years ago, Karen
could not imagine getting into college and
graduating with flying colors at that. Her
parents could barely make ends meet with
the small monthly wage that her father brought home as an electric technician.
She also has a brother who was going to college, so the family was facing much
difficulty in planning the household budget to accommodate their education.
But Karen was determined to pursue her studies and get a college diploma.
So even without knowing how she would be able to finance her tuition for the rest
of her academic years, Karen still enrolled at the PNU.
“Aksidente lang po ang pagpasok ko sa PNU at pagkuha ko ng BSE
course. Gusto ko po talaga maging abogado, pero wala po akong choice kundi
ipagpaliban muna yung pangarap ko,“ recalls Karen.
During her first year at the university, Karen would go to class with only P100
as daily allowance, most of which was spent on her commute from Las Piñas to
Manila. As such, she brought her own lunch to school and seldom enjoyed gimmicks or
partying unlike her other classmates.
Burdened by the knowledge that she needed to find her own means to pay for her
tuition, Karen was constantly on the lookout for help.
Lady Luck finally smiled on the diligent student when she found out about the
PLDT-Smart Foundation’s 2G scholarship program through PNU. Her application was

Movers of gabay guro
From left: Dr. Rafael Limjoco, Jr., Head
of PLDT Clinical Services; Melanie
Manuel, AVP Carrier Settlements &
Business Info Management; Rose
Enriquez Gutierrez, Division Head,
Asset Protection, Systems Command
& Operations; and Francis Bautista,
Senior Manager/Head of Financial
Systems & Controls Division.

approved eventually, and the day she received the news
was one of the happiest occasions in her life. The 2G
scholarship not only eased her financial troubles, but
also allowed her to help her parents save money as
well.
“Mas nakabili na ako ng mga bagong books sa
college. Hindi na rin ako humihingi ng pambaon sa
magulang ko dahil sa monthly stipend na natatanggap
ko mula sa 2G. Nakabawas din po ako sa gastos sa
bahay. Binibigyan ko na rin ang mga magulang ko
kapag may sobra,” says Karen.
The people behind the scholarship program were
also pleased in approving Karen as one of its recipients,
with the young student graduating cum laude at
PNU. She is now teaching Math to second year high
school students at the Little House (LH) Montessori in
Paranaque City.
“Nagpapasalamat po ako sa malaking tulong ng
Gabay Guro Program ng PSF. Sana po ay marami pa po
silang matulungan na katulad ko,” shares Karen.
Karen is one of 2G’s 29 scholars who graduated
this year. Presently, 2G has 350 scholars, a considerable
increase since they started with only 15 in 2007. 2G
now boasts of 25 partner schools nationwide that are
available for applicants.
The scholarship is just one of the central projects
of 2G, which was initially established to recognize and
provide more assistance to public school teachers all
over the country. 2G’s other projects include “Teacher’s
Treasure Chest”, which is aimed at rekindling the
teachers’ passion to imparting knowledge to young
minds. There is also the “Teacher’s Tribute,” wherein
PLDT and Smart treat teachers to a day of pampering.
Under the program is a “Tribute Card” that works
similar to a senior citizen’s
card upon presentation
to partner commercial
establishments of the
PSF.
(continued on page 8)

Karen Diaz,
2G scholar who
is now a Math
teacher.

E

ducators have a significant role in
shaping the future – they impart not
just theories and abstracts to their
students, but also values and the passion
to share knowledge that can empower
and improve the lives of people.
PLDT-Smart Foundation’s Gabay
Guro Program (2G) is one such initiative
that values the importance of our
educators in shaping the minds of the
country’s future leaders. As such, the
program ensures that we produce more
of these national treasures by supporting
individuals with the passion to teach and
Abigael Villanueva
to give back.
Among them is 21-year-old Abigael Villanueva whose
underprivileged living conditions did not deter her from fulfilling her
dream to become a teacher. Her father was not earning enough as a
jeepney driver for their family of five, so getting a college education
seemed like a dream for her initially.
Fortunately for Villanueva, 2G helped her secure a scholarship at
the Philippine Normal University (PNU). She graduated with cum laude
honors last year and is presently teaching at Southville International
School and Colleges in Las Piñas.
“I wanted to become a teacher because of the fulfillment
whenever you see your students learning and saying ‘thank you’
because of what you have done for them. Now I am planning to teach
in a public school not only because I am a product of the system but
also because I want to help the poor. I
too was once like them,” shares Abigael.
Like her, Larry Tengco grew up
underprivileged. But that did not stop
him from pursuing his love for teaching.
Through the help of 2G, Tengco was able
to finish a degree in education at PNU.
He graduated cum laude as well. Larry
is now a faculty member of the PNU’s
Center for Teaching and Learning (CTL).
So what fulfillment does he derive
from teaching?
“I entered the teaching profession
because I wish to bring change to the
current system. We always see people on
the streets begging for food. I want to
Larry Tengco
help those who are in need so I decided
to become an educator. Now that I am a teacher and I see children
being inspired by my work, this brings me satisfaction and fulfillment
that someday, I can make a change not only through my teachings but
also through the passion I am sharing with the children,” says Tengco.
Venjie Oclaret, who was also born to
a struggling family, says he will be forever
grateful that he became part of the first
batch of the PSF beneficiaries. According
to him, the PSF introduced him to likeminded individuals who only aim to
make a difference as a teacher.
“I have found joy as an
educator,” says Venjie. “I realized
that I was born with a purpose to
share my life and live it for the sake of
others. I always look up to my mom,
who has shown us that there is true
fulfillment and joy in serving others
despite having nothing.”
Venjie Oclaret
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Livelihood opportunities have also been
provided for teachers by encouraging them to
become freelance agents of PLDT. Teachers can
earn up to P20,000 each month by simply selling
PLDT products. They can also set up their own
Internet cafés through micro-financing courtesy of
the PSF-ASA Foundation partnership.
PLDT also provides for the broadbanding
and computerization of some of the country’s
public schools. The company has now ventured
into providing housing programs for our beloved
teachers as well.
“2G’s thrust is centered on education and
scholarship. This is our way of giving back to
society. PLDT’s battle cry after all is [positively]
changing the lives of those who changed ours,”
concludes Rose Gutierrez, division head at PLDT’s
asset protection systems command and operations.

Live and Loud
for Teachers

MVP Academic Excellence Awards
PLDT granted financial support to 253 kids of
PLDT Group employees who made the cut in a tough
selection process. In PLDT, there were 100 elementary
scholars, 25 high school scholars, and 25 college
scholars. Smart had 75 elementary scholars, 15 high
school scholars, 10 college scholars, and three special
children scholars.
PLDT President and CEO Napoleon L. Nazareno
told the scholars and their parents that education is the
key to success. He also encouraged them to give back
to the society when they are capable already.
PSF President Rene S. Meily said,“Money and
material things can be spent and wasted, but a good
education stays with you forever. So whatever you do,
and wherever you go, make us proud!”

Gabay Guro (2G) culminated its Teacher’s Day tribute with a
concert entitled “Live and Loud” at the SM Mall of Asia. Thousands of
selected teachers nationwide had a great memorable time and were
treated to events that have truly made them celebrities in their own
right. From TV guestings to a star-studded tribute concert, it was one
unforgettable experience for the teachers.

PLDT Infoteach Outreach Program
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PLDT’s Infoteach Outreach Program empowers
public high school students and public school
teachers by upgrading their cyber-technology skills
through Internet use and basic IT education. In 2010,
graduates of the Infoteach Computer Advanced
Course totaled 794, spread out in 80 schools from
NCR, Luzon, Visayas and Mindanao. To date, 7,157
public school students and teachers have benefited.
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Orphans of Ondoy get scholarships
They could have stayed on the safe side when Typhoon Ondoy brought floodwaters that quickly turned roads
into rivers. But Corporal Adriano Regua of the 2nd Infantry Division of the Philippine Army, and Joel Hernalin and
Ireneo Olaguer of the Citizen’s Auxiliary Army decided to jump into the raging waters to rescue families trapped
by the floods. Regua led a team of men in a rescue operation at Barangay Nanguna and Paagahan in Mabitac,
Laguna. Regua’s team rescued 200 people at the height of Typhoon Ondoy in September, 2009. But Regua,
Hernalin, and Olaguer died during the rescue operations.
“These men are real heroes. They gave their lives so that others may live,” said PSF President Butch Meily
during the awarding of the scholarship fund to the heroes’ children.
PSF released P1 million for the PSF Changing Lives Fund for Regua’s daughter, Shirl Ann, 7; Olaguer’s son
Ulaman, 12; and Hernalin’s children Rosele, 13, Raquel, 12, and Ritchelle, 10. The scholarship fund will also
support the education of three other Ondoy orphans in Benguet.
Photo shows officers and representatives of various sectors with the scholars during the awarding of the PSF
scholarship fund to children of army and CAFGU heroes. They are, from left: PSF scholar Ulaman Olaguer; Sheryl
Regua, mother of Shirl, another scholar; Col. Marcelo Javier; PSF President Butch MeiIy; Lt. Gen. Supapo, Vice
Commander of the Philippine Army; Army Officer Anonuevo; scholars Rosele Hernalin and Raquel Hernalin; PSF
Representative Mia Sebastian; and scholar Ritchelle Hernalin.

Generosity of InfoSys
InfoSys, a BPO company that operates a local
branch, went out of its way to turn over more than
P3.6-million in cash donation to PSF. The InfoSys
donation financed the repair and construction of two
schools heavily damaged by typhoon Ondoy. Both
schools - Gov. Isidro S. Rodriguez Sr. Memorial High
Shool, and Banaba Elementary School - are in Rizal.
InfoSys COO Ritesh Idnani, 6th from left, turns
over the check. Shown in photo, from left: Smart’s Ma.
Hazel Amoyan and Veron Gabaldon, InfoSys’ Mandhu
Menon, PSF President Butch Meily, PSF Treasurer Chaye
Cabal, PLDT FVP and Head of Corporate Business
Group Nerissa Ramos, Smart Customer Service
Assurance Dept. Head Joy Sanchez, and PLDT Sr.
Relationship Manager Jeff Mendoza.

School supplies donation
Notebooks were turned over to 250 students of Pastolan
Elementary School in Subic. The donation was in partnership with
NLEX and VENT held June 10, 2010. The students, mostly kids of
the Aeta indigenous people, were visited by PLDT Smart employeevolunteers.

10 new PCs to Iloilo City
New school building, 		
new classrooms
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Guitnang Bayan Elementary School in San Mateo, Rizal
received a newly built school building, courtesy of joint efforts of
global outsourcing company InfoSys, Philippine Disaster Recovery
Foundation (PDRF), Smart, Philippine Constructors Association
(PCA) and the PSF. The two-storey school building is made
from four 20-foot refrigerated shipping containers. The building
houses two classrooms that can accommodate about 50 students
each. Both classrooms are well-ventilated and are built with
whiteboards.

PLDT donated 10 new PCs to the Iloilo City
Government to be used for the IT of their technical
institute for out-of-school youths. Former Mayor
now Congressman Jerry Treñas signed the deed of
donation. With him were Dr. Erlinda Gencaya, City
Schools Superintendent, DepEd, Division of Iloilo
City; Evelyn M. del Rosario, Head, PLDT Community
Relations; Rene Lescano, Head, PLDT Iloilo
Customer Service Zone; Ramon R. Isberto, Head,
PLDT Public Affairs; Jesus Tanedo, VP, PLDT VisMin Customer Service District; Azucena T. Falales,
Principal, Mandurriao National High School; and
Matty Treñas Octavio, Executive Assistant, Office of
the Mayor, Iloilo City.
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Connecting Communities

Spirit of volunteerism
connects employees
to those who need help
midst an era where a jaded perspective prevails,
there are still selfless heroes who live among us in
society, from uniformed law personnel and officials
in position who refuse to compromise their integrity, to your
average folk on the streets who take their time to extend a
hand to those who need help.

A

In the corporate world, they are what we call volunteers – employees who can be
accounted for to lend their time and effort and dedication as they share whatever they
have in assisting victims of circumstances.
PLDT is proud of its own team of some 200 employee-volunteers all over the
country. PLDT Community Relations Department Head Evelyn M. del Rosario, says these
volunteers know how privileged they are in life to be given gainful employment under a
reputable company. To give back to society, they are always willing to respond to various
events that require their help, notably during natural calamities that affect thousands of
helpless Filipinos across the country.
They have faced the worst of what Mother Nature can do – from super typhoons
like Frank, Reming and Ondoy, to volcanic eruptions of Mt. Pinatubo and Mt. Mayon
and the July, 1990 Luzon earthquake. Even with the risks involved, they continue to
volunteer without a trace of fear or hesitation just so they can reach out and connect to
people.
“We know that our lives are at stake whenever we go on a mission to help victims
of natural disasters. It is always risky but when you are doing something good for others
and you are doing God’s work, everything will fall into place and the outreach will be
implemented successfully,” says Evelyn.
Evelyn’s team of volunteers, all employees of PLDT and those from the company’s
satellite offices all over the Philippines, have indeed seen and experienced things that
ordinary people only get to hear or read on the news. They have braved hazardous
situations, like treading on slippery and narrow roads beside a cliff just to distribute
relief goods and conduct medical missions in a far-flung barangay in Bicol. They have

PLDT employeevolunteers go
out of their
way to connect
to comunities
in need of
help. They also
volunteer in
various activities
such as bloodletting and
medical missions,
even sleeping
in the satellite
offices near
disaster-hit areas.

(continued on page 14)
Employee-volunteers celebrate
after a tree planting mission.
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PLDT Community Relations
Department Head Evelyn
M. del Rosario.
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PLDT Community Relations Head Evelyn M. del
Rosario with PLDT Chairman Manuel V. Pangilinan
and PLDT President & CEO Napoleon Nazareno.

Support to PBSP
PSF turned over a P6 million donation to the Philippine Business for Social Progress (PBSP) to support the organization’s
various programs. Shown here are, from left: Roxas Holdings Executive Chairman and PBSP Trustee and Executive Committee
Member Pedro E. Roxas, PSF President Butch Meily, PHINMA President/ CEO and PBSP Treasurer Ramon R. del Rosario, Jr., PBSP
Chairman Manuel V. Pangilinan, PBSP Executive Director Rafael C. Lopa, PBSP Chief Executive Advisor Klaas Oreel, Davao Light
and Power Co. Representative and PBSP Trustee and Visayas Regional Executive Committee Chairman Jose Antonio Y. Aboitiz,
and Managing Partner of SGV and PBSP Trustee and Executive Committee member Cirilo P. Noel.

“The reason why we are involved
in so many community services is
because of MVP. Through his own
example, he constantly reminds us
about the importance of touching
lives, reaching out to those who
are in need, and giving hope even
amidst all the challenges.”

travelled tirelessly to disaster-wrecked towns even without
getting enough sleep, food and other personal comforts.
They have even risked their lives amidst the wrath of
an angry Mayon Volcano just to reach out and connect
to the victims. They have brought comfort even amidst
the disaster, and that has made the PLDT employeevolunteers heroes in the sight of our fellowmen.
“We went to Albay during the eruption of Mayon
Volcano and the situation was really threatening and
challenging because you can see lava and rocks spewing
from the volcano. Even with that, we traveled by
land just to reach a barangay that was cut off by any
food, medicine, and supplies,” recalls Evelyn. “Their
appreciation lifts us up and encourages us to do more.”
She adds that the employee-volunteers are so
passionate about their social call and responsibility
that sometimes they donate whatever they can just to
bring comfort and relief to strangers. As of last count,
more than 120 communities have benefited from the
‘malasakit’ of the volunteers.
“Volunteerism comes from the heart. You can never
force it to anyone. It’s a passion,” shares Evelyn.
She also mentions that PLDT’s corporate social
responsibility (CSR) programs have always been
dependent and anchored on volunteerism. They help
‘move’ these projects to be aligned with the company’s

14
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Donation to PDRF

core mission and vision. With their dedication and
commitment, expect PLDT to be at the forefront of CSR.
Not surprisingly, the PLDT employee-volunteers have
also set a new standard on how volunteer work should be
done in the country.
“Before, charity work was limited to donating goods
and financial assistance to victims and local government
units. The PLDT employee-volunteers have changed the
system by actually going to communities themselves
and reaching out to the people. Volunteerism allows the
community to feel the presence and care of a company
through its employees,” notes Evelyn.
More importantly, she says that this public service of
volunteerism would not have been possible if not for the
inspiration of PLDT Chairman Manuel V. Pangilinan.
“The reason why we are involved in so many
community services is because of MVP,” shares Evelyn.
“Through his own example, he constantly reminds us
about the importance of touching lives, reaching out to
those who are in need, and giving hope even amidst all
the challenges.”

Jollibee Foods Corp. donated P1 million for the
Marikina Watershed reforestation initiative headed
by the Philippine Disaster Recovery Foundation
(PDRF). The donation will cover the costs of acquiring seedlings, preparing the land, actual tree planting and
maintenance for three years.
PDRF Chairman Manuel V. Pangilinan (3rd from left), received the mock check from Jollibee and JFC
President and CEO Tony Tan Caktiong (2nd from right). Others in photo are, from left: PLDT and Smart Public
Affairs Head Ramon Isberto, Jollibee Foundation President Grace Tan Caktiong, and PSF President Butch Meily.
Accenture, a leading outsourcing and management consulting company, also donated P1-million for PDRF’s
tree-planting project. The Accenture team was headed by Lito Tayag, Country Managing Director.

Counted, Connected Vote
During the 2010 national elections, PLDT and the Parish
Pastoral Council for Responsible Voting (PPCRV), partnered to
elevate the counting process to a new level. PLDT direct lines,
Internet connectivity via IP-VPN and i-Gate, together with
Smart Prepaid load credits for poll watchers were the critical
technological tools that dramatically unveiled a new day in
Philippine elections history.
The PSF also provided funding for the PPCRV to help the
country conduct peaceful and fair elections. PLDT Chairman
Manuel V. Pangilinan personally met with PPCRV Chairperson
Henrietta de Villa to express his support and faith in the process.
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Cagayan Valley was hardest hit when typhoon Juan
entered the country on October, 2010. With over 369,000
affected individuals in Region II, PSF and PLDT Community
Relations (ComRel) extended its help to the region by
organizing relief operations right after the storm.
Led by Isabela native ComRel Head Evelyn M. del
Rosario, the PLDT team packed truckloads of relief goods
overnight and embarked on a 14-hour road trip to Isabela
to personally hand out the goods to victims. The group
targeted the three most affected municipalities in the
region: Ilagan, Delfin Albano, and Tumauini.
Over 50,000 families in the three towns were affected
by the typhoon. Communication with the local towns also
proved to be a challenge for some since the only reliable
network working was that of Smart.
The ComRel team and the PLDT employee-volunteers
from Manila, Tuguegarao, Cauayan, and Ilagan, were able
to reach out to over 2,000 families in the three towns for
the day-long operation.

‘Juan’ for the Road

Two for ‘Juan’
Home for Music

PSF conducted a second relief
operation for typhoon Juan victims
in Ilagan, Isabela. PSF, headed by
Treasurer Chaye Cabal (extreme
left), joined by Bacoor Mayor Strike
Revilla, and Cavite Representative
Lani Mercado (2nd and 4th from left),
distributed 2,000 relief packs to the
town’s five barangays: Sta. Victoria,
Fuyo, Sta. Catalina, Rang-ayan, and
Batong Labong. Also in photo is
Isabela Governor Faustino Dy. Ilagan,
Isabela has the most number of
affected individuals in the whole of
Cagayan Valley in the aftermath of
typhoon Juan.

With help from Justin Timberlake and his friends, the PSF completed a major overhaul of the Angono
Regional Pilot School for the Arts (ARPSA) music room in Angono, Rizal.
The P1-million project was made possible by the “Changing Lives” benefit concert organized by
concert producer Francis Lumen, Smart Infinity, and PSF featuring Timberlake, Timbaland, and Jojo.
The newly-renovated and refurbished music room, which was ravaged by typhoons Ondoy and
Pepeng, was repainted, rebuilt with a stage for performance and given new recording equipment and an
airconditioning system. The PSF also donated musical instruments.

The PSF organized the SMART
Kids (SaMahang Ayaw sa RioT)
Dance Competition as part of
its advocacy to help children in
conflict with the law and street
children in Southern Mindanao.
After two months of training, 95
competitors from 9 barangays
displayed their dancing skills in front
of thousands of Davaoeños who
flocked to the NCCC Mall to witness
the competition and to enjoy the
performance of special guests.

SMART Kids
Dance Competition

Health
missions
Two
for ‘Juan’
PLDT, Smart, and ePLDT continues to do their share to support
the Philippine National Red Cross’ (PNRC) nationwide blood donation
activities. This ensures adequate blood supply for patients in need of
blood transfusions. PLDT continued its partnership with PNRC and
Philippine Children’s Medical Center (PCMC) by conducting blood
donation activities for the hospital’s cancer patients mostly in Manila.
PCMC has always been the first to respond to PLDT and Smart employees’
and their immediate families’ urgent requests for blood donations.

PLDT MyDsl Broadband Quiz
The PLDT MyDSL Broadband Quiz
was held during the graduation of the
PLDT Infoteach Outreach Program.
Students from the National Capital
Region, Luzon, Visayas and Mindanao
competed for cyber supremacy,
significant rewards and immense pride
for their respective schools. The quiz aims
to showcase the potentials of broadband
applications in a competitive yet fun
environment.
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Clean water in Cotabato
PLDT donated a potable water system
for the community in Sitio Enamong in
Barangay Datu Ladayon, Arakan Valley,
North Cotabato. PLDT’s employeevolunteers helped in the installation of the
water system.
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Embracing Environment

Supporting Sports

Saving Ilog Pasig

Tele-Puno tree planting

PLDT supported
the Highway Clean up
Drive for Tirona Highway
in Bacoor, Cavite in
partnership with the
municipality and the
Municipal Environment
and Natural Resources
Office (MENRO).

ennis shoes and uniforms were among the list of
priority items that a boy saved during a fire that razed
a slum settlement along E. Rodriguez Avenue, Quezon
City back in 2009. He knew that among other valuable items
that his family needed, his sports gear could be instrumental
in creating a bright future for himself and his loved ones,
especially if he grows up to become a future tennis champ.

T

In celebration of Earth Day, PLDT and PSF participated
in events drumming up the rehabilitation of Pasig River.
Employees also participated in the “Run for Pasig River
10.10.10” which raised funds for the Pasig River clean up.

Highway Clean up

Serving hope
through sports

PLDT’s Tele-Puno is a fiveyear program in partnership with
Department of Environment and
Natural Resources (DENR), Philippine
Business for Social Progress (PBSP),
the Multi-sectoral Watershed
Management Council, Inc. and the
local governments of Real and Infanta,
Quezon. Under the program, 80,000
seedlings will be planted in the
80-hectare Real-Infanta Watershed
Forest Reserve. Some 16,000 were
planted in 2010. To date, 32,000
seedlings have been planted.
PLDT is also the first private
institution to help the Philippine Eagle
Foundation (PEF) reforest Arakan Valley
in North Cotabato, also home to the
Manobo, Matigsalog, and Bagobo
tribes. PLDT adopted one hectare of
the forest corridor and planted 1,000
seedlings.
PLDT employees from Cebu
and Manila led by PLDT Community
Relations Head Evelyn M. del Rosario
volunteered in reforesting sites at
Sitio Cantipla I and II in Barangay
Tabunan, Cebu City. The reforesting
effort was done as part of the 2010
Cebu Hillylands Reforestation Caravan
organized by PBSP. Over 2,700
seedlings were successfully planted at
the various sites.

That boy is one of 10 beneficiaries residing in that area who are all under the SmartButch Bacani Tennis Program whose vision is to teach less fortunate children that poverty
should never be a deterrent to achieving greatness.
Like him, the nine other youngsters managed to save their own tennis shoes and
gear from the fire, proof of their willingness to continue training under noted tennis
player and ex-Davis Cup coach Butch Bacani.
Started in 2007, the Smart tennis program went on for 2 years and became
a symbol of hope and aspiration for these kids, aged 6 to 18, who all come from
depressed areas around the country. Butch was tapped by Smart Wireless executive
Danilo “Bong” Mojica to spearhead the program that provided indigent children free
access to the sport that was once considered only for the elite. Tennis also instilled in
them discipline, responsibility and hard work, making them realize that dreams can
come true if they played their very best.
Dheo Talatayod, 16, currently one of the country’s top players
in tennis, is a product of the program. Dheo was just 8 years old
when he decided to join his friends for the free tennis lessons offered
by Smart. The young man’s family lived in one of the poorest areas
in Metro Manila, next to the train tracks. His father worked as a
jeepney driver while his mother stayed at home.
Under the guidance of Butch himself, Dheo worked hard
during his training, eventually proving he has the game to
challenge other amateurs under his level. Soon, college scholarships
were knocking at his door.
Dheo then completed high school
at San Beda College before moving
to the National University (NU).
According to Butch, NU not only gave
Dheo a full scholarship and a monthly
allowance but also employment for his parents
and free college tuition for his two siblings.
“The tennis program not only reached out
to the grassroots level of the community,” shares
Butch. “It taught kids that at a very young age,
they can be good at anything. And that being poor
is not a hindrance to having a better life.”
Dheo Talatayod
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Butch Bacani (standing,
center) with his staff.
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Supporting Sports

Saludar boxers:
Heart of Gold
Rey Saludar receiving his prize from PLDT Chairman Manuel V.
Pangiinan and Maynilad CEO & ABAP President Ricky Vargas.

ven before the era of global dominance achieved by
pound-for-pound king Manny Pacquiao,
the Philippines has long been known
in the boxing scene for its stellar ring
fighters, from Gabriel “Flash” Elorde
to Pancho Villa and Luisito Espinosa

E

“Mahalaga ang magdala ng tagumpay para sa bayan. Gagawin
namin ang lahat ng makakaya namin para masungkit ang ginto. Ito ang
magiging handog namin sa lahat ng mga taga-suporta namin lalo na ang
PLDT-Smart Foundation sa pamumuno ni Manny Pangilinan,” says the
Saludar brothers.
Rey, 23, for example has recently received a prize from PSF for
bringing home a gold medal from the Guangzhou Asian Games.
His 20-year-old brother Victorio, a bronze medalist, also received
a training grant. Prior to the Asian Games, the brothers have
already won medals at various international tournaments.
“Malaking tulong sa mga boksingero natin sa ABAP ang
suporta na binibigay ng PLDT-Smart Foundation. Napupunan
nito ang mga kakulangan. Dahil dito, lalong pinagsisikapan ng
ating mga boksingero na maipanalo ang kanilang mga laban,”
notes Coach Velasco.
The Saludar brothers, who belong to a family of pineapple and
corn farmers in South Cotabato, only wish to uplift their families from
economic hardships. Through boxing, they saw a ray of hope amidst the
poverty around them.
“Gusto ko mabigyan ng magandang buhay ang aking pamilya,
makapag-ipon ng konti para sa aming pamumuhay. Dahil sa boksing
at sa tulong ng PSF at ni MVP, kami ay lalong nagiging determinado na
magdala ng gintong medalya sa ating bansa,” says Rey.
Victorio echoes his brother’s determination: “Nagpapasalamant ako
dahil mabibigyan ko ng magandang kinabukasan ang pamilya namin.
Makakaasa ang buong bayan sa aming buong tapang at katatagan ng
puso upang makuha ang inaasam na ginto.”

This achievement has spurred young pugs from
all over the country to train religiously and try out
at different venues locally and regionally. But at the
prestigious Olympic Games, the Philippines has never won
an Olympic gold medal, although we have gotten very close to it
twice, in boxing.
Boxing in the Philippines needs all the support it can get. One of the
staunchest backers of boxers in the country is the PLDT-Smart Foundation
(PSF), which is a major supporter of the Amateur Boxing Association of the
Philippines (ABAP). In fact, PSF has been encouraging ABAP’s elite team of boxers
to punch its way to snag the country’s first Olympic gold medal at the 2012 Olympic
Games in London .
Such encouragement is so timely for many struggling boxers in the country
-- most of whom are not getting any kind of support. On the part of the boxers,
it means training long hours every day; living regimented lives of training, diet,
travel, and competition. On the part of coaching staff, it means being the best
minds in the country for conditioning, technique and even psychology. On the
part of the ABAP, it means securing the facilities to train the team, fielding
opportunities for the Philippine team to compete internationally. Not to mention
actively looking for and developing new boxing talent all over the country. True
to form, the members of ABAP’s super elite team who will be competing in the
Olympics are working doubly hard to make sure that the Philippine National
Anthem will be played in London .
Siblings and top contenders of ABAP’s “super elite” boxers Rey and Victorio
Saludar are now fiercely preparing for the Olympics’ pre-qualifying tournament
which is the Men’s World Championships that will be held in Baku, Azerbaijan in
September. Rey is gunning for the flyweight division while Victorio is aiming for
the light flyweight category.
Hailing from Polomolok, South Cotabato, the Saludar brothers have already
been recipients of the PSF’s generosity to the ABAP. Since 2008, PSF has been
providing generous support in various forms such as sponsored travel expenses
to international competitions, new uniforms and boxing equipment, plus
training grants to ABAP’s winning boxers including their trainors. Coach Roel
Velasco, Barcelona Olympics bronze medalist and brother of Atlanta Olympics
silver medalist Mansueto “Onyok” Velasco, said the most important goal for
them is to bring honor to the country and to bring pride to every Filipino.
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The Saludar brothers
with Coach Roel Velasco.
Rey Saludar

Victorio Saludar
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Facing Forward

Mission:
Connection
ith the nationwide reach of the PLDT group, its
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) takes a giant
step as it reaches out to more communities, sectors,
and regions. Its revitalized CSR direction underscores the
importance of “connection”, which is strategically aligned to
the PLDT Group’s main business endeavor.

W

“First and foremost, our first CSR is to provide the best, most effective, and
efficient telecommunication service. That is our responsibility to our clients
and to the Filipino people,” says Ma. Esther O. Santos, the new PLDT-Smart
Foundation (PSF) President. “But our service goes beyond communications;
we want to bring CSR to a higher level which involves changing lives and
uplifting communities. Here at PSF, CSR is not an obligation; it is a way of life,
a mindset, and a passion we nurture.”
Taking off from PSF’s current vision, “a connected, enlightened and
productive Philippines,” Ms. Santos intends to focus on interventions which
can contribute to attaining this goal.
“This direction is aligned with the vision of our Chairman Manuel V.
Pangilinan for a better Philippines. The PLDT Group will strive to offer the
best service to its clients but at the same time be socially conscious to
improve the lives of those in the base of the economic pyramid,” adds
Ms. Santos.
CONNECTED
In order to achieve that goal, the PSF’s CSR programs will strive
for a “connected” Philippines. The connection will start by offering
the benefits of communication to those who need it the most.
“We have already started providing Internet access to
public schools. This brings the power of knowledge to students
and their teachers. We will intensify this program and reach
out to more sectors of the society,” she says. “Since a
connected country is a prerequisite to a progressive country,
we will bring the power of connection which can help
build a stronger nation and a better economy.”
ENLIGHTENED
On the other hand, to bring forth an “enlightened”
Philippines requires utilizing the power of education. One of
the major thrusts of PSF is education and it will continue to
be their priority.
“We plan to implement more educational programs and
intensify our search for more deserving scholars,” explains Ms.
Santos. “We believe that education is an equalizer of opportunities so
we will continue to reach out to those who do not have access to good
quality education.”
PRODUCTIVE
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Ma. Esther O. Santos,
the new PSF President.

PSF Team

On the aspect of targeting a “productive” Philippines, the PSF will
further strengthen its entrepreneurship and livelihood programs.
“We want to develop and encourage local entrepreneurs to
contribute to a more vibrant and dynamic economy. Entrepreneurship
creates employment, and employment cuts social ills thus paving the way
for a progressive country. We want PSF to lead the way and help hard
working and diligent micro-entrepreneurs tap the power of communication
and wider markets to raise their economic status in life and those around
them,” says Ms. Santos.
She believes that PLDT’s core values of accountability, integrity, fairness and
transparency should also apply to the foundation. “We also want to engage our
people in PLDT and Smart in what they do best: technical mentoring, creating
access and networks and being ‘on call’ when needed. We hope that PSF’s
programs can contribute to our Chairman’s vision of building the nation and
providing a better life for the Filipino.”

‘Our service goes beyond
communications; we want to
bring CSR to a higher level which
involves changing lives and uplifting
communities. Here at PSF, CSR is
not an obligation; it is a way of life, a
mindset, and a passion we nurture.’

From left: Emmalyn S. Araojo, Financial
Analyst; Elvira C. Gumangan, Secretary;
Ma. Esther O. Santos, President; Ma.
Lourdes C. De Guzman, Secretary to the
President; Madonna J. Hernandez,
Secretary & Cash Custodian.
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BENEFICIARY PARTNERS 2010
ABS-CBN Foundation, Inc.

Philippine Business for Social Progress

Amateur Boxing Association of the Philippines

Philippine Disaster Recovery Foundation, Inc.

ASA Philippines Foundation, Inc.

Philippine Long Distance Telephone Company, Inc.

Ateneo de Manila University

Philippine Military Academy

Ateneo Debate Society

Philippine National Police

Bicol University

Philippine Normal University, Agusan

De La Salle University – Dasmariñas

Philippine Normal University, Isabela

Eastern Samar State University

Philippine Normal University, Manila

ePLDT, Inc.

Philippine Normal University, Quezon

First Pacific Company Limited

Philippine Taekwondo Association

Gawad Kalinga Community Development Foundation, Inc.

PLDT Global

League of Corporate Foundations

PLDT Managers’ Club Inc.

Maynilad Water Services, Inc.

PLDT SME Nation

Metro Pacific Investments Corporation

Samahang Basketbol ng Pilipinas, Inc.

Mindanao University of Science and Technology

San Beda College

Mountain Province State Polytechnic College

Smart Communications, Inc.

Negros Oriental State University

Smart Infinity Group

North Luzon Expressway

University of Southern Philippines

NTT DoCoMo, Inc.

Western Mindanao State University

Parish Pastoral Council for Responsible Voting
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